To Discourage Challenges, How You Create Your Estate Plan
Is As Important As What’s In It

E

state challenges
launched by heirs of
the rich and famous are
common. But the heirs of us “regular folks” are not shy about suing
when they feel they’ve gotten less
than they deserve, too.
Challenges often rest on allegations that the decedent was
pressured to make certain dispositions, and/or that the decedent
lacked capacity to do planning.
Therefore, creating an estate plan
that is unlikely to be successfully challenged goes beyond what
is actually written in your plan.
The circumstances under which
the plan was created, and documenting them, are also essential.
Documentation starts the
moment you arrive at your estate
planning lawyer’s office. Ideally,
you should come alone. If you are
accompanied by an adult child,
a girlfriend/boyfriend, caregiver
—anyone, really—your lawyer
should initially talk with you privately. I always politely explain
that a private conversation is

necessary to deterIf mental capacity
mine that the client is
may be a potential
not being pressured
issue, we generally
by the person waitrecommend that the
ing outside. After that
client see a physician
private conversation,
to determine compewe will invite that
tency. Even if someperson into the conone has been diagsultation if the client
nosed recently with
wishes and I agree it
Alzheimer’s or similar
is appropriate.
Joseph S. Karp, C.E.L.A. condition, that person
By way of exammay still have suffiple, a client came to my office cient lucidity. Some people want
accompanied by her second hus- to videotape the meetings, but
band, who she’d recently married. in our opinion, physician’s docuHe insisted on participating in the mentation of capacity, along with
meeting and made it clear every- our observations during the time
thing was to go to him and noth- spent talking with the client, are
ing to her children from her prior more compelling documentation.
marriage. I could not determine if
Just as a technical error can get
this is what the client wanted, and a criminal case thrown out of court,
said I could not represent her, as so can a technically flawed docuhe was making a perfect case for ment give challengers grounds for
a future estate challenge based a successful lawsuit. Whether will
on undue influence.
or trust, your plan must conform
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Listen to Joe Karp and Anita Finley on Saturday, July 13
from 7:30-8:00 AM on WSBR 740AM and WWNN 1470AM
and on our YouTube Channel: BoomerTimes Presents.
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to all legal requirements, including proper execution. Also, do
not believe that a “no contest”
clause in your documents is a
magic bullet to discourage wouldbe challengers; these clauses are
not valid in Florida. Be sure to see
an experienced, knowledgeable
estate planning/elder law attorney
so your planning meets all the
necessary legal requirements.
Joseph S. Karp is a nationally
certified and Florida Bar-certified eld
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His offices are located at 2500
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